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In states where gas, oil and coal are major components of the economy, fluctuations in those
industries can affect various small-business sectors. Over the last five years, there has been smallbusiness growth in the fossil fuel industries in the United States, but most of the coal, oil and gas is
still produced in a few key states. This article highlights the impacts one business sector can have on
the tangential industries in the similar micro economy.
In response to increasing interest in the mining industry, Experian® completed a review of the coal,
natural gas and oil/petroleum industries, along with their impact on small businesses. Depending on
the region of the United States, fossil fuel mining is both increasing and decreasing. With the current
changes in these industries, the impact on other industries ranges from an increase in new small
businesses to an increase in delinquencies. To understand the nuances of the fossil fuel industry,
Experian® conducted a further study on Kentucky, West Virginia and North Dakota. The study was
done to analyze the impact that industry changes have on the economy of individual states.
The US is currently ranked number two in the world
for overall energy production. US natural gas is ranked
number one, oil is ranked second behind Saudi Arabia,
and coal is ranked third behind China and India. In states
where gas, oil and coal are major components of the
economy, fluctuations in those industries can affect
various small-business sectors. Over the last five years,
there has been small-business growth in the fossil fuel
industries in the US, but most of the coal, oil and gas is
still produced in a few key states. In the US, Wyoming
is the highest producer of coal, which is responsible for
10.5% of the state’s GDP. Texas is the highest producer
of oil/petroleum and natural gas, which accounts for
7.3% of the state’s GDP.
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As illustrated below, within four years, Kentucky went from being a major contributor to coal mining to
only producing 16% of what Wyoming produces due to decreasing supply. As of the end of 2016, the
two states mainly responsible for coal were West Virginia and Wyoming, which mine 52% of the coal in
the US. But it’s worth noting that there are significantly fewer small businesses in Wyoming.
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The landscape of natural gas production has changed. In 2012, Louisiana and Wyoming were larger
contributors to the production of natural gas, but in 2016 they no longer produced as much, leaving
Texas, Pennsylvania and Oklahoma as the major contributors. Texas and Pennsylvania now produce
about 54.5% of the natural gas, when previously they produced about 48%. Along with an increase
in natural gas production, there has been an increase in small businesses throughout the US when it
comes to natural gas.

Oil production has not changed as dramatically as other fossil fuels. Overall there has been a slight
increase in production in Colorado, New Mexico and Oklahoma. North Dakota and Texas continue to
be the highest producers of oil, but they went from producing 50% to 58% of the country’s oil with
only a small increase in small businesses.
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In the first quarter of 2017, the mining industry saw the largest increase in real value added since
the fourth quarter of 2016 — increasing 21.6% in the first quarter of 2017 after increasing 5.2% in
the fourth quarter of 2016. The first quarter growth is primarily reflected in increases in oil and gas
extraction, as well as support activities for mining.

*Real gross output — principally a measure of an industry’s sales or receipts, which
includes sales to final users in the economy (GDP) and sales to other industries
(intermediate inputs).

With the increase in mining, there has been a shift from being mainly dependent on coal to relying
equally on coal and natural gas, as well as an increase in renewable energy. The cost of natural
gas has decreased dramatically since 2010. The costs of coal and natural gas are about equal in
2017, which is one reason for the increase in natural gas usage. And the decrease of coal supplies
explains the decrease in coal usage. In the last eight years, the amount of coal mined has decreased
approximately 38% (in 2008, the US mined almost 1,200 million short tons of coal, whereas in 2016
we mined about 750 million short tons of coal).
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Due to the power generation shift between coal and natural gas, natural gas withdrawals have
increased 25% in the last eight years. Prices decreased because of the increased efficiency in natural
gas production, which not only negatively affected the coal industry but eventually made natural gas
production less profitable. For example, North Dakota saw a dramatic increase. Natural gas production
is a relatively new addition to the state’s economy, so when production is down it is still beneficial
to the economy. West Virginia had a more mature natural gas production industry, but with the
introduction of fracking, the natural gas production increased and assisted the economy during the
recession.
Even though the percent of GDP that comprises mining has been increasing since the second quarter
of 2016, it’s still less than 2% of GDP ($327 billion in Q2 2017). So the impact the industry has on the
entire country isn’t as significant as it is in states where mining is a major portion of the economy.

For this study, Experian reviewed three different states because of the distinctiveness of their mining:
Kentucky, West Virginia and North Dakota. Per the US Energy Information Administration, Kentucky
is ranked third in US coal production, 19th in natural gas production and 21st in oil production in the
US. West Virginia is ranked fourth overall, responsible for 4.7% of the country’s energy production;
individually, West Virginia is ranked second in coal production, seventh in natural gas production and
15th in oil production. Finally, North Dakota is ranked sixth in overall energy production, responsible
for 4.2% of the country’s energy production, and individually is ranked ninth in coal production, 11th in
natural gas production and second in oil production.
North Dakota
Even though North Dakota is ranked number two in oil production, the state has seen a decrease in
gas and oil industry employment due to the cost of oil decreasing to such low prices that the new
drilling has stopped. Unemployment is still low in North Dakota at 2.7%, but many oil workers now
have other jobs in anticipation that new drilling will return.
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Small-business impact: Because of the decrease in employment, North Dakota is seeing some
volatility in its economy. Even though new drilling has slowed, counties with oil and gas businesses are
still seeing positive growth in the number of businesses year-over-year, much more significantly than
non-oil and gas regions. However, the oil and gas regions are seeing slightly higher delinquency rates,
but significantly higher charge-off rates. In the manufacturing industry, North Dakota is seeing quite a
bit more volatility in the non-oil and gas regions. Growth in manufacturing businesses has slowed, and
delinquencies are stable at more than 5%, but the charge-offs have continued to increase year-overyear. Given the shift in the economy in North Dakota, oil and gas businesses and manufacturing are
the two most volatile industries.

West Virginia
With West Virginia ranked number two for US coal production, coal supplies are continuing to
decrease in southern West Virginia to a level lower than what is being mined in northern West Virginia.
As expected, employment in the mining industry has continued to decrease since 2012.
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Small-business impact: As expected, higher levels of delinquency are occurring with the decrease
in employment and production in the coal mining industry. Agriculture and coal mining are the two
industries showing the most volatility. The highest levels of delinquency in the coal mining industry
are most notably in the northern West Virginia region. In 2012, the highest levels of write-offs
occurred across coal industries, but has remained stable for the last two years in the northern West
Virginia region. The other highly affected industry has been agriculture. There has been no increase
in agricultural businesses, but delinquency levels continue to rise across all regions of West Virginia,
although charge-offs are not currently significant.

Kentucky
Since Kentucky is ranked third in US coal production, the consistent decrease since 2012 in overall
production has been affecting employment. The decrease in production is due to the decreasing coal
levels in east Kentucky.
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Small-business impact: With this decrease in coal production and employment, high delinquency
rates continue. This is most prominent in the west Kentucky region, which may be a result of the lower
volume of businesses in this region, even though it is producing more coal than the east Kentucky
region. The riskiest industries are coal, manufacturing and retail. Even with the high delinquency rates
seen across Kentucky, the charge-off levels have remained consistently low and have decreased for
the last few years. This illustrates the volatility of the coal, manufacturing and retail industries in the
coal regions of Kentucky.

The overall decrease in coal mining, due to demand, pricing and supplies, is not largely significant in
respect to the US GDP. In towns where mining is a major portion of the economy, however, volatility
is being seen across oil and natural gas, coal, manufacturing, retail and agricultural industries,
depending on the climate and economy of
individual regions within mining states. Since 2014,
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